True Icebreaker!

Our ideas for your successful EVENT!

Icbreaker Mind & Senses

Icebreaker-Idea
Start a long day of seminars, conferences or congresses with powerful energies. With our specially developed, effective and efficient interactions, we make your
employees fit or fit again for the contents ahead.

Running order
✓ In short sessions your participants will experience exciting activities, learn unique techniques that activate body and mind or experience how holistic
mobilization exercises bring relaxation and balance. Whether as an active getting to know each other or as a team experience, you will experience for yourself
that 20 minutes are enough.
✓ Our specialized trainers and guides motivate you to experience yourself with empathy and fun.

What it takes:
short motivation units envigorate body and mind ▪ fresh energy promotes concentration ▪ focus your participants' attention on your contents

Goal of the task:
Motivation, self-awareness, activating body & mind, increasing receptivity

Icbreaker Pipeline

Object of the game
With the pipeline, the task is to transport a ball across a certain distance to an designated point. However, it is prohibited to touch or even drop the sphere
representing a jointly processed project during transport.

Running order
✓ Each team receives a maximum of 3 pipes and 1 ball, and must as a team overcome the distance of about 30 meters with the pipes and the ball.
✓ The pipeline is used as a means of transport, a system of 3 halved plastic tubes per team, which may only be used by the participants according to
certain rules. Whether this activity takes place indoors or outdoors, we can well adapt to your agenda.

What it takes
Joint strategy development and cooperation ▪ communication on interfaces ▪ accepting responsibility ▪ dealing with stress ▪ giving feedback

Goal of the task:
Precise arrangements and goal-oriented work will bring success

Icbreaker Parkours of Senses

Object of the game
Our perceptions are the source of life and thanks to them it is possible to recognize our environment, to orient ourselves, to get in contact with other people
as well as to consciously feel and learn experiences. In this challenge, the teams will be exploring and experiencing the wonders of our senses at 3 stations.
Blindfolded, the participants have the task of distinguish different scents, to taste different ingredients and to feel for specific objects.

Running order
✓ The goal is to earn many points with heightened senses. For “smelling” we provide different odour samples which need to be determined.
✓ For the "tasting" the participants are offered a mix of different flavours, which must be tasted and distinguished.
✓ The subtask "Feeling" contains objects in an opaque container, which must be identified.

What it takes
Joint agreements ▪ Focus on the non-visual senses

Goal of the task:
Communication, teamwork and enhancíng perception

Icbreaker Columbus's Egg

Object of the game
The team challenge with „Columbus's Egg“ lies in wrapping a raw egg in such a way, that it survives a drop from 2 meters height onto a hard surface. It is a thrilling
undertaking that motivates the participants to find the solution, to communicate with each other.

Running order
✓ Each team is provided with it‘s material ( a raw egg, 15 straws, 1 meter tape.)
✓ The goal is to build a construction within 15 – 20 minutes, that will protect the egg from breakage after a drop from 2 meters height onto a hard surface.
✓ After the time has run out all teams meet for the final testing session to see if the designs will keep the egg from breaking.

What it takes
Responsible use of resources ▪ team coordination for the design ▪ courage to improvise

Goal of the task:
Use of resources, improvisation and communication

Icebreaker HAKA Energy Dance

Icebreaker-idea
We want all participants to become ONE! That's not difficult with this incredible atmosphere of rhythmic clapping, moving and stomping. The HAKA tradition gives
you goose bumps! Older generations of employees are simply pulled in and for the young successors of your company this is cool anyway! The fresh motivation
for a strong community and the spiritual values behind this experience make your employees implement these feelings into practice in their daily work.

Running order
✓ Our HAKA-instructior encourages: "Beat your hands together! Push your chest forward! Bend your knees! Stomp your feet as hard as you can...“
✓ With this rhythmic unity each participant with his body, his voice and his emotions gives the HAKA a very individual expression and still becomes ONE with
the entire group.

What it takes:
bundle energies ▪ promote strength, power and security of everyone in the community

Goal of the task:
With strengthened confidence in oneself, everyone can do the
best for their team and the team spirit is awakened!

Icbreaker Bob the Builder

Object of the game
A set of LEGOs offers a variety of choice vehicles built using the same bricks and LEGOs. (i.e.: Car, Aeroplane, etc.). The roles required within the team:
Architects, constriction engineers, site inspectors. The goal is to reconstruct the designated object in the shortest possible time (15 – 20 min.) The challenge: There
is a 15 meters gap between the „construction site“ and the „architect‘s head office

Running order

✓ 1 to 2 Team members work as architects at the „head office“ the construction engineers on site and the site inspectors act en route in between.
✓ The building plan remains stationary at the head office. The site inspectors convey the different building steps to the construction team on site; Yet, they are
not allowed to join the building session, hands must always be kept behind their backs.
✓ The challenge for construction team and architects lies in finishing the building project within 15 – 20 min. using an appropriate communications strategy. The
teams can only successfully build and finish their projects if communication is working.

What it takes:

Talking to and coordination of each other ▪ Good team organization will lead to success.

Goal of the task:
To recognize the importance of work organization, communication, strategy
and foremost coordination!

Icbreaker Leonardo Bridge

Object of the game
In 1480, Leonardo da Vinci designed a very light, and stable bridge, easy to transport, simple and quick to set up. The team‘s task is to build a self-supporting
bridge that could theoretically be crossed safely. With the provided 28 wooden slates and within 20-30 min. without the use of extra materials such as nails, ropes
or adhesives. This bridge is symbolic for the emotional and physical connection of man, teams and departments.

Running order
✓ On each of the imaginary river banks 14 slates are stacked. In small groups the participants plan their bridge construction to span the 28 slates without any
further materials a distance of 4 meters; the „river“ may not be crossed.
✓ The outcome is a self-standing construction ideally serving as a metaphor for the team‘s stability inside and out.

What it takes
Good interface and bottle neck communication ▪ coordinated and goal.-oriented work ▪ dealing and coping with tight resources ▪ only through coordination,
creativity and exchange of expertise the bridge can be built

Goal of the task:
Promoting strategy development and teamwork, positive influence on frustration
tolerance

Icbreaker Blind Rope Line

Object of the game
Blindfolded, the team has the task to lay out a large square using a long rope. Only through joint participant effort will this be accomplished.

Running order
✓ After formulation of the precise task the participants are blindfolded. Afterwards the team members are spun in circles and singularly lead by the coach to the
designated spot on the rope afoot.
✓ Each participant now takes hold of a piece pf rope with both hands. Throughout the entire game the rope connection must not be lost. As soon as all
participants are in place the task is to lay out a square ( or any other given geometrical form) .
✓ The blindfolds may be removed when all have agreed upon having finished the task successfully.
✓ Which outcome to their efforts can the participants look onto?

What it takes

Operating together ▪ trusting in each other ▪ Strategically finding a solution as a team

Goal of the task:
Communication, trust, strategy development and promotion of teamwork.

Icbreaker Magic Wand

Object of the game
With a lot of team spirit and communication, the staff will be placed on the ground. But the „wand“ has ist own rules of gravity.

Running order
✓ The participants are lined up facing each other. Arms are bent at a 90-degrees angle. Point the index fingers forward and thumbs up, arranging the
fingers alternating in positioning. A Bamboo staff is placed onto the fingers by the coach and pressed down. The task is to lower the „wand onto the
floor.
✓ No one is to lose touch with the staff and no other finger or part of the body may touch the handle and neither may the staff be held onto. If one does,
the team must start over again.

What it takes
Debating within the team ▪ actively taking the lead ▪ Design of resolution strategies

Goal of the task:
Acceptance of leadership, promoting of cooperation and communication

Kick off - Organized in a team!

Our ideas for your successful kick off!

HAKA Energy Dance
energetic

HAKA Energy Dance
Probably the coolest icebreaker in the world
The HAKA dance with its New Zealand origin means "song with dance" and one meets to feel the
strength of the group, to experience courage through the group and to find one's own balance in its
power. The good thing about this music and dance performance: no participant needs to master an
instrument, because everything you need, you automatically bring with you! We are talking about the
symphony of the different parts of the body that represent the instruments. Hands, arms, legs, feet,
voices, eyes, tongue and the body as a whole merge the individual expressions into one statement.
But HAKA is not just HAKA. There are different dances, e.g. to welcome somebody/something or to
celebrate successes. The focus lies always on the emotions meant to be expressed.
In this performance the inside is outwardly expressed, and we give face to emotions like
anger, joy, anger or fear! Because only something that has a face is tangible!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Team Net
networking

Team Net
The network railway - a networking of superlatives!
Together with your colleagues you construct a stable net made of ropes, lines (short pieces of rope)
and useful knots. Strong metaphors such as „reliable links“, „network of contacts“, an „operating
network“ or a „global network“ are vividly conveyed in this concept. Seemingly simple this does require
a lot of coordination and communication. After a brief introduction on knots, materials and tasks at
hand each participant is asked to tie a viable team net. Divided into groups each team constructs their
own part of team net. Important above all is the accordance with the other teams as only at first glance
does each team work for themselves!
In a grand finale, the individual team nets are assembled piece by piece and subjected to a
highlight: A "stress test“. Indoors or outdoors? Your choice!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

iPad Short Film-/Commercial Festival
dramatic

iPad Short Film- / Commercial Festival
Put the focus on your subjects!
After a short briefing and the reception of the film bags, iPads, director’s scripts and props, the teams
start their own short film production. Feeling the energy of the creative process each participant is part of
it all! The teams have to shoot a short film or commercial on a given theme. The venues can be chosen
freely or according to the topic. The teams shoot different "takes" editing them with the iMovie program.
They edit the film material, underscore it with music, create introductions and closing credits and much
more. Subject to the time at hand the film can be shot in one take. In the end or for the evening event an
Oscar awards ceremony could happen with the famous words …and the Oscar goes to...
You do not want your most important company and team values to disappear in a word
document, but to be lived by your participants? Then this format is ideal for you. In short: A
team adventure with the added value of training!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Escape Game

„The Mystery of the 13“
mysteriously

Escape Game „The Mystery of the 13“
PURE thrill & excitement for team event or team building
We will bring our mobile escape game to your company, your conference hotel or any other desired
venue. An exciting encounter with the “The Mystery of the 13" poses many questions; in the
beginning, everything seems unclear and mysterious. But what lies behind the "secret"? A
underground circle of 13 people wants to plunge the world into chaos with the aid of an artificial
intelligence code. Can you prevent this and avert this impending disaster with your team? Countless
puzzles, riddles and team challenges must be solved to save the world. The linchpin of the game are
mysterious boxes with many different puzzles. Task for the team is to decode piece by piece "The
Mystery of the 13". Our game leader leads through the twists of the story and provides additional
entertainment.
Show your talent in the Team, solve the puzzles together and save the world!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

®
KAPLA and

Marble Run
overwhelming

KAPLA® and Marble Run
A combination of stability, motion and creativity.
Joining your participants and our concepts, KAPLA® worlds and sculpture parks are designed with an
integrated marble run. Creativity, teamwork, communication, strategy, cooperation and planning are
required when building up to 3 meters high handmade works of art; simple or even highly complex
constructions are created. Even your subjects, company values or products can be built threedimensional. The goal is to stack the wooden blocks either flat, sideways or on edge requiring
discipline and imagination equally. Experience a splendid reaction, ever magical, surprising and
unique in its originality.
500 or 5000 participants? No problem! Longstanding experience with large groups, meticulous
preparation, detailed planning, inspiring presentation and KAPLA® are guarantees to success.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Unmanned Flying Object Construction
uplifting

Unmanned Flying Object Construction
Your team gives you wings.
We will give you clearance to showcase your company values, sales goals or product launches
spectacularly and catapult them to phenomenal height. Your messages can be found in the design of
the unmanned flying objects, on wings, the projectile, the aviator cap or the pilot's overall. After a
welcome and briefing each team of pilots is given a basic set of selected materials. However, before
the crews are allowed to construct and build, there are certain roles to be assigned in the team.
Required are specialists in statics, technology, creativity and materials. And who will be captain?
The highlight: 2 showdowns at once. First, the design and overall concept of the unmanned
flying objects are evaluated by voting and then the unmanned flying objects are catapulted
into the sky in the Air-Race-Challenge. READY FOR TAKE OFF!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Tape Art
modern

Tape Art
A modern event designed for unbelievable scope!
As a team, you use coloured tape to design a unique and incomparable tape art creation on a given
topic. Consisting of many individual parts you will be able to connect all parts to form the total work of
art. Find out which symbols and metaphors your teams may think of as the event’s motto! The goal is
to symbolize the thoughts, ideas and associations through inspirational symbols with the coloured
tape. If the venue allows an outdoor activity area, your Tape Art could also be designed outdoors. Let
your imagination run wild!
Why not create a valuable work of art symbolizing your future cooperation? To manifest the
ideas the designated and developed commitments for a new merger can be visualized on the
Tape Art Creation with markers and evinced with your signature.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Chain Reaction
spectacular

Chain Reaction
Set standards with your team!
The goal of all participants is to create a functional motion and the most efficient interaction of the
individual team reactions designed with varying materials. The duration of movement without
interruption and whether the „Big Bang“ is triggered in the end depends on the implementation by the
teams. We are able to smoothly integrate your topics, workshop contents and even products into the
event. One impulse will turn the event into an unforgettable experience for your employees!
Captivated by the thrilling question whether all the engineered constructions and effects will be
triggered by the single impulse all participants are enticed to reveal unparalleled capabilities and
ingenuity.
Creativity, communication and team work are promoted and lead to success.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Travelling the World
specific

Travelling the World
An exciting mix of customary team tasks.
Travelling around the world - together with your team embark on an exciting and thrilling adventure!
Countries and continents wait to be conquered. You will face unique challenges and customary
competitions. We can implement countless ideas for team stations tailored to your country selections.
Imagine your journey starting off with a Forest Quiz and a game of Viking Chess „Kubb“ in Norway/
Sweden. Passing through France with the Wine-Filling-Station and on the culinary Parcourse of
Senses crossing over to team tasks in South America/ Brazil where you must cross the Amazon river
back to Germany and its infamous Beer Mug Lifting. A colourful and broad team program for your
participants turned into a global experience.
Make use of all our team‘s senses, talents and skills to return home successfully from
Travelling the World!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Domino-Lego-Rallye 2.0
dynamic

Domino-Lego-Rallye 2.0
Small impulse – Big reaction
Everyone surely remembers the famous Domino Day – we will take this unique event a step further.
Domino-Lego Rallye 2.0 not only combines dominoes but utilizes very different materials, such as
KAPLA® bricks, PVC pipes, wooden strips, fishing line and Lego bricks. These give you the
opportunity to build rockers, pipelines, viaducts, logos and many more thus creating a much broader
range of incorporating your topics. Furthermore, the ingenuity and imagination of all participants is
additionally spurred. We give you plenty of rope in the implementation of your theme. No matter what
you would like to feature or which exciting specifications you impose on your teams, we will turn your
ideas into a domino event.
Will all of the dominoes drop? Triggering your first stone in a great cheer you will set all in
motion for your event to climax in an awesome showdown.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Body, Mind and Senses
meaningful

Body, Mind and Senses
The completely different type of corporate event!
It is all about connections within the body and everyone will experience first-hand how you can
achieve well-being, balance and culinary delights by simple means. Separated into small groups al
participants will run through extremely interesting subject areas. In 20 – minute units they experience
and learn unique energizing exercises for body and mind. For instance the topics of “Office
Movement” and “Networking in your own head”. These simple and demonstrated routines can be
practiced every time and everywhere to bring relaxation and mobility. The topic Senses will be
implemented with i.e. a tea party of good talks with your colleagues sampling different flavors.
.
Our specialized trainers and guides motivate with much fun and empathy to heighten selfawareness and offer interesting and fun facts on all topics.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Tab-Action-Quiz
specific

Tab-Action-Quiz
A quiz show with action, creativity and a lot of fun.
Brains, speed and teamwork are required in this interactive and enjoyable event executable at your
choice venue. As a team you must answer fun trivia questions and accomplish tricky team tasks and
entertaining games. The range is spread throughout all knowledge fields. Equipped with various
materials our highly motivated guides and quizmaster will lead the teams through this event. After the
introduction of the Quiz-App installed on the iPads, the teams individually begin their first trivia round.
Each quiz trivia is followed by an action round. Ingenuity, skill group work and communication are
required here, too. Which team will make most points?
Optional adjustments including company-related questions, specials topics and contents as
well as your corporate design can be implemented on request.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Dance-Perform-Sing-Create
ausdrucksstark

Dance-Perform-Sing-Create
It´s Showtime!
Einmal als Stars auf der Bühne stehen und mit den Kollegen im Ensemble singen, performen oder tanzen.
Aufgabe für die Showteams ist es, zu vorher festzulegenden Themen und Präsentationsformen, einzelne
Szenen zu entwerfen und einzustudieren. Als Inspiration für die Teams dienen berühmte Opern, Musicals, die
unterschiedlichsten Filmgenres (wie z.B. Abenteuer, Action, Fantasy, Horror, Western) oder Musikrichtungen
(wie Blues, Folk, Rock’n Roll, House, Reggae, Schlager, Funk). Jetzt heißt es, eine ganz eigene Interpretation
zu erschaffen und auf die Bühne zu bringen. Wir konzipieren Ihnen ein Dance-Perform-Sing-Create Festival,
bei dem Ihre Teilnehmer einzigartige Momente und eine fabelhafte Stimmung erleben werden. Sie lernen Ihre
Kollegen mal anders kennen und haben Spaß miteinander. Jeder Einzelne ist Teil des Gestaltungsprozesses
und des Showerfolges! Jedes Thema wird von einem Coach, der für 2 Teams zuständig ist, betreut.
It´s Showtime! Alle Teams kommen im Showroom zusammen und präsentieren ihre Stücke, die mit
einem Minicamcorder aufgenommen werden. Das Publikum klatscht und jubelt - was für ein Gefühl.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Team Drumming
exhilarating

Team Drumming
The beat of your team!
Music unites all people because language and origin make no difference. The shared language is
music. This is exactly what we strive to achieve with our Team Drumming event. We aim to bring your
employees closer together by making music together and smoothing the divides in your team with
sound. No matter from which office, from trainee to management level, each participant is mobilized to
join the band. Within minutes otherwise "unmusical" get a feel for the beat and the drumming. The
rhythms created in the group not only generate energy and motivation for your goals, but promote a
unique group experience in which everyone is actively involved.
As a farewell gift, you will immediately receive an MP3-formatted recording of your tune to
remember this vociferous and powerful event for a long time.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Kick off Symbol Construction
goal-versed

Kick off Symbol Construction
Themes become Works of Art.
Transform the goals for the new fiscal year, your guiding principles, your ideas, your concepts or the
joint expression of your team into a tangible form, icon or sculpture. Together as a you can choose
your theme or motto to step by step design a unique work of art full of expression and team identity –
from draft sketch to the final presentation. With the multitude of possibilities in free design the Symbol
& Scultpture Construction offers a wonderful, active team building experience for all participants. Be
inspired by your creativity! We will support you throughout the event, take care of the organization and
see to your event‘s success.
With the various phases of group sessions you not only offer a great creative setting, but also
the opportunity for your employees to get acquainted easier and increase work flow in new,
challenging contexts.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Indoor Team Challenge
goal oriented

Indoor Team Challenge
A successful team success at the beginning of the year.
We will design an attractive and captivating event for you and your employees. Our large repertoire of
team tasks is made for a meticulously customized event tailored to your corporate themes and wishes
incorporating all participants. Based on our experience of habit changes made easier out in the open,
we also recommend a combination of Indoors and Outlooks activities. We will challenge your team!
Who will take the best group picture, build the highest tower, outrun all in the biathlon or produce the
most meaningful commercial spot with your values? Our Challenge-Concept is based on teamwork,
trust and accomplishing tasks more and more demanded in the work place.
During the Team Challenge with a variety of tasks the participants can experience the team
playfully, sustainably enhancing the sense of unity and apply the valuable lessons learned in
the daily work routine.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Contact details

For your queries and to discuss further details we will gladly be of help to you personally.

Laura Fricke
Teamgeist GmbH
Patrick Havenstein

phone: +49 30 555 700 446

phone: +49 172 8710 712

mobile: +49 151 188 496 19

email:

email:

p.havenstein@teamgeist.com

l.fricke@teamgeist.com

Location Berlin:
Teamgeist International GmbH
CEO Patrick Havenstein
Gartenfelder Straße 28
13599 Berlin

phone: +49 30 8431 70 80
Kevin Lüsebrink

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Nicole Franke

phone: +49 69 3487 16 24

phone: +49 30 303 623 16

mobil:

email:

email: k.luesebrink@teamgeist.com

n.franke@teamgeist.com

fax:

+49 30 843 170 81

+49 1520 456 9475

If you can present the products offered by us demonstrably cheaper from
another commercial provider with the same scope of services, you will
receive the event for the same price.

www.teamgeist.com

